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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit. We have performed a malware detection on
the Cisco website. Which statement about the result is true?

A. The threat detection needs to run again.
B. The website has been marked benign on all 68 checks.
C. The website has 68 open threats.
D. The website has been marked benign on 0 checks.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
During a scheduled evacuation training session the following
events took place in this order:
1. Evacuation process began by triggering the building fire
alarm.
2a. The meeting point leader arrived first at the designated
meeting point and immediately began making note of who was and
was not accounted for.
2b. Stairwell and door monitors made it to their designated
position to leave behind a box of flashlights and prop the
stairway doors open with a garbage can so employees can find
exits and dispose of food and beverages.
2c. Special needs assistants performed their assigned
responsibility to help employees out that require special
assistance.
3.The safety warden communicated with the meeting point leader
via walkie talkie to collect a list of missing personnel and
communicated this information back to the searchers.
4.Searchers began checking each room and placing stick-it notes
on the bottom of searched doors to designate which areas were
cleared.
5.All special need assistants and their designated wards exited
the building.
6.Searchers complete their assigned search pattern and exit
with the Stairwell/door monitors.
Given this sequence of events, which role is in violation of
its expected evacuation tasks?
A. Safety warden
B. Meeting point leader
C. Special needs assistants
D. Stairwell and door monitors
E. Searchers
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Die DurchfÃ¼hrung von Erhebungen durch Stellen von Fragen und
Dokumentieren von Antworten relevanter Stakeholder hat folgende
StÃ¤rke:
A. FÃ¶rderung der Teilnahme.
B. Weitergabe von Informationen.
C. analytisches Denken.
D. Priorisierungseinstellung.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
An administrator needs to prevent users on all client systems
from performing user-directed restores while ensuring they are
able to view the contents of all previous backup images.
What should the administrator configure to accomplish this
goal?
A. de-select the "Allow client restore" parameter in the Host
Properties of the Master
Server
B. enable the Master Server Host Property for clients listed in
the Client Attribute - Allow browse
C. de-select the "Allow server file writes" parameter in the
Host Properties of the Master
Server
D. enable the Master Server Host Property - Browse timeframe
for restores
Answer: A
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